
Description 

 Easy to use professional waffle iron purposely made 
for Brussels waffles. 

 Full cast iron, non adhesive baking grids. 
 Stainless steel base. 
 Stainless steel, dishwasher proof drip tray. 
 Taylor made heating element for optimal heat  

distribution. 
 High end thermostat with manual temperature set-

ting. 
 Baking grid sides are treated with a high  

temperature thermal barrier coating. 
 Green power on indicator light. 

Red thermostat indicator light. 
 Cool-touch front handles. 
 Digital LED display. 
 Celsius or Fahrenheit temperature indication. 
 Adjustable timer with display and audible tone. 
 Baking cycle counter. 
 Total working hours counter. 

 
 
Available versions: 
Reversible ( opens 180 Degrees )  
Non-Reversible ( opens 115 Degrees )  
 
Dimensions of the waffle maker : 
Reversible device : 300mm x 450mm ( 17.5Kg )  
Non-Reversible device : 300mm x 300mm ( 18.5Kg )  
 
Power : 
220v-250v or 110v-115v 50-60Hz   
 

High temperature setting ( 300ºC )  allowing for easy 
removal of left over fats and/or sugars through  
carbonization. 

Commercial 
Belgian Waffle Iron 

V&H Corporation cvoa , Vossenberg 2, B3271 Zichem, Belgium 
Website : BelgianWaffleIronStore.com <> Email : info@belgianwaffleironstore.com <> Phone: North America +1.416.848.6307 , Rest of the World +32.13.328.348 
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General information 
 A true game-changer, the simple design and innovating 

concept of this waffle iron make it a genuine winner for all. 
 

 The reversible baking grids insure an even spread of batter during the 
baking process.. 
 

 Its non stick ,full cast iron molds are easy to clean and 
maintain. 

Features 
 Heavy duty build and design for intensive daily use. 
 Simple and functional operation. 
 Full cast iron grids with tailor made heating element 

insuring an even temperature spread. 
 Bakes liquate Brussels Waffle dough. 
 300 degrees Celsius cleaning feature. 
 Fixed electrical cord protectors. 

 
Available Grids 

Authentic Belgian waffle dough mix for waffle-on-a-stick, Pearl Sugar Waffle 
and Brussels Waffle are also available from VH, ask us for pricing.  

Brussels Waffle Grid 4 x 6 
Waffle size : 185x117x32mm 

Power : 1600 Watt 
220v 7.2A / 110v 15.4A 

Brussels Waffle Grid 4 x 7 
Waffle size : 1170x105x22mm 

Power : 1300 Watt 
220v 5.9A / 110v 11.8A 

Brussels Waffle Grid 3 x 5 
Waffle size : 1185x107x29mm 

Power : 1500 Watt 
220v 6.8 / 110v 13.6A 

BRUSSELS WAFFLE 
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Waffle Dough Manufacturer & Distributor
Authentic Belgian Pearl Sugar Distributor
HVD and AMPI Waffle Iron Distributor

LOOKING FOR A MID-RANGE IRON?
Check out our new AMPI irons.  We are
the only distributors for these irons in
the US.  CLICK HERE. 

HOME LIÈGE WAFFLES WHOLESALE BELGIAN PEARL SUGAR WAFFLE IRONS OUR STORY CONTACT

HVD LIÈGE WAFFLE IRONS - THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
Their machines are simply the gold standard, the best, etc...  HVD is hands down the highest quality commercial Liege waffle irons
on the market.  Look at any major operator selling Liège waffles in the US or abroad (Wafels and Dinges, Belgaufra, Waffle Luv,
Caffebene, etc...) as well as vendors in Belgium and practically all of them use HVD.   Many new businesses start with Krampouz or
VH, but then they almost all eventually see the light and end up switching to HVD.  Don't waste your money and time on an inferior
machine.  FYI, HVD MAKES HONEYCOMB WAFFLE PATTERN IRONS AND WE CAN GET THEM FOR YOU.  

Here are some of the reasons why HVD is the best:

Smooth cooking surface on the HVD irons make for easier cleaning (#1 reason) and the best heat transfer.  HVD starts with a
solid piece of cast iron and then they CNC mill the waffle cooking pattern.  Other brands like Krampouz and VH cast mold the
entire cooking surface giving it a textured finish like your grandmother's cast iron frying pan.  The melted or burnt sugar
naturally sticks more to a textured surface.  With HVD, when you burn the sugar inadvertently (everyone does) you simply can
scrape off the burnt sugar.  They include the only waffle iron scraping tool on the market specially designed to fit in between the
knuckles of the waffle pattern.  
The most iron metal mass of any waffle iron on the market.  The HVD waffle iron plates alone weigh 60-80 lbs depending on the
size machine.  This mass alone means very even heat distribution and holds a steady temperature unlike smaller irons that
fluctuate in temperature.  This reduces the likelihood of the sugar burning when used properly.  
HVD electronics are rock solid for lasting durability.  Parts are easily replaceable as well should there eventually be a failure.  
The HVD heating elements are flat and it lays directly against the iron plates so the heat transfer is superior.  There is no coil
heating element that is suspended in the air like most commercial waffle irons.  
Compact swivel design.  This allows for a small footprint on the counter top saving valuable room.  The rotating axis swivel
design also allows the sugar to drip off making cleaning easier.  

CONTACT US IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO PLACE AN ORDER.  WE ARE THE BIGGEST RESELLER OF
HVD IN THE USA AND CAN ANSWER QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE. 

L26 - Cooks 2 at a time
PRICE $2900 MSRP 
- Free US continental shipping

A57 - Cooks 4 at a time
PRICE $4000 MSRP
- Free US Continental Shipping

https://www.thebelgiankitchen.com/
https://www.thebelgiankitchen.com/ampiwaffleirons
http://www.facebook.com/thebelgiankitchen
http://www.twitter.com/belgiankitchen
https://www.thebelgiankitchen.com/
https://www.thebelgiankitchen.com/ourstory
https://www.thebelgiankitchen.com/contact
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DETAILS

The Small HVD L26 cooks 2 at a time and the Large A57 cooks 4 at a time
Dimensions: 14"W x 18"D x 14"H when closed and 14"W x 23"D x 24"H when open
HVD irons available in 110V (1700W, 15.45AMP) or 220V (2600W, 11.81AMP)
Each iron includes 1 waffle fork and most importantly the cleaning tool scraper
As a value add, for 110V machines we put on a standard plug 20 amp plug (NEMA 5-20).  
1 year warranty on parts (customer pays for shipping) and 10 years on the plates.  But the only thing that tends to
breakdown, and that's not even very often, is the thermostat.  Since 2014, we have only seen a couple thermostats break
down and they were from old machines from customers who now buy from us.  If you buy the machine from us, we will
provide you parts support so you don't have to wait for HVD to get back to you.  
NSF Certified (see listing here)
Lead time is generally 1-2 weeks.  We handle all customs clearance and importing costs.  
For HVD iron purchases, we generally only accept wire transfer, e-check, and certified check. 
For Liège waffles, the HVD L26 and A57 are the best and most versatile models.  No one buys the W55 or A57 ES.  
We can get you any HVD model if you are interested in their other irons including propane and we can ship globally for the
same price as above, but there may be additional duty in your country.  

TIPS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON USAGE
HVD irons do not ship with any instructions whatsoever so here are some valuable tips on using them. 

New HVD machines come with a silicone finish that is very slick.  You can use it as is without any seasoning.  After about 1-
2 mos of heavy use, the silicone finish will be gone and the iron may look a little dry.  At this point, you usually can just
brush some vegetable oil onto the iron and keep using as the fats from the butter in the waffle dough may have seasoned
the iron.  If your dough is sticking and you want to season it properly, then you have to crank it up to max temp, let all the
sugar burn off, scrape all the burn sugar off so the iron is clean and then start seasoning.  This means brushing on
safflower oil (HVD's recommendation) or preferably flaxseed oil and letting it burn off leaving a hard surface.  This process
is called polymerization and Sheryl Canter describes it in more detail on her blog site that has gotten a lot of coverage from
places like Cook's Illustrated.  You basically have to do this about 5-6 times though to get a dark non-stick surface.  

HVD irons have a control box (heating element, power switch, thermostat) on top and just a heating element on the
bottom.  Inherently, the control box side is heavier so after turning the machine on and setting the temp, we recommend
rotating 180 so that the control box is on the bottom.  This makes the machine more balanced and easier to open/close
the machine.  Keep it in this position when actively cooking.  

Only close the machine when cooking or if the iron is clean with no residual sugar Generally you keep the iron open when

http://info.nsf.org/Certified/Food/Listings.asp?Company=0V360&Standard=004
http://sherylcanter.com/wordpress/2010/01/a-science-based-technique-for-seasoning-cast-iron/
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Only close the machine when cooking or if the iron is clean with no residual sugar.  Generally you keep the iron open when
not cooking.  If you are not cooking and close the machine, it's a surefire way to burn the sugar.  

When preheating, we like setting it to 150C and setting a timer for about 10-15 minutes.  Then bring up the temp to 177-
180C for active cooking.  If the iron has residual sugar on it, you want to be careful when preheating.   

When cooking continuously, we sometimes will bring the temp up to even 185-190C to cook a little faster.  

During downtime or for warming previously cooked waffles,  try lowering the temp to 150C.  At this temp, the sugar will
generally not burn.  

Here is a great video on how to let the sugar drip off of the HVD irons.  It's a great cleaning method and we highly
recommend it.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaNJNppnswA

Here is a video on what it takes to do a full cleaning of a HVD iron.  This doesn't need to be done very often if you do some
daily clean up of the sugar.  It's very time consuming so you want to avoid it if at all
possible.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDCQ3AUD0s8

When you burn the sugar (and you definitely will at some point), you just scrape with HVD's special scraper. You can also
use a high temperature brush to get rid of any burnt sugar dust.   

http://www.facebook.com/thebelgiankitchen
http://www.twitter.com/belgiankitchen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaNJNppnswA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDCQ3AUD0s8
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